
HEAT TRANSFER IN THE POST-DRYOUT
REGIME

Post-dryout heat transfer from fuel elements is
important in the safety analysis of water-cooled
nuclear reactors. Limited availability of relevant data
has resulted in much uncertainty in the prediction of
post-dryout fuel surface temperatures. Recent studies
have permitted the development of a better predic-
tion technique based on non-equilibrium effects.

Fuel surface Icr.ipL'i:ilmo-, in waier-cooled nuclear
ieactois .no usually neat the salmalion leinpeiatuie
ol water. However, dining ;in accidental increase in
reactor power or decease in How and pressure, water
pooling may not no sutiicieni lo maintain fuel
temperatures a! moderale levels. II the luel tempera-
lure exceeds a certain value '.he surlace will become
dry. i.e., si-?ani will be formed heloie water can
contacl the healed Mil lace. This phenomenon is
usually referred lo as dr\oul* and the coi lesponding
heal llux as the critical heat llux 01 Till-. Dryoiil is
cliaraclen/ed eillier by a sudilen lise m siulace
tempeiauue caused by ihe healed Mirtace being
coveied In a stable vapour blanket, or by small
surface temperature spikes, eoi responding lo the
appearance and dUappeaiauce ol dry patches.

Due to the poor heat transport properties of Ihe
vapour, hisih heated surface lempeiatures are often
encounteied in the post-CIIF or posl-dryoul region.
Although nuclear reactors normally operate under
conditions where dryout does not occur, accidents
can be postulated where uiyout is possible. The most
serious i\\' ihe postulated accidents is thought lo be
the loss-of-i.-oolaiil accident (l.(K'A) caused by a
rupture in the primary coolanl system. Accurate
prediction of the consequences o\ a 1 OCA requires
precise calculation of fuel-coolant heat transfer
during il'.e blowdown phase (when the fuel channel is
voided) and the subsequent eincigency-core-cooling
phase.

The heat trausler regimes, encountered viying a
l.OCA or any oilier incident where the fuel dries out.
depend on the tnel surface temperature. The boiling
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cur\e (l;igure \) illusliates this ilependence. In
geneial. the healed surface is welled inlertniltently in
the iransiiion boiling region: in the film boiling region
Ihe healed surface is, covered by a stable vapour
blanket

The transition boiling hianeh ol the boiling curve
cannot be measured in a forced convective system by
simply varying Ihe heat llux: a jump in suilace
temperature from H to (' 01 vice versa would result.
Steady-stale operalion during transition boiling can
only be obtained b\ using a lempevaliue-conirolled
system, i.e.. a system where the healed surface
temperature can be varied independent i'\' heal flux.
Transition boiling, data can also be obtained, but with
less accuracy, from tenrnerature-liine transients
during quenching or heating up of high Iheitnal
merlin healers.

Due lo the scarcity of transition boilinj; data .md
the high inaccuracies associated with the available
data, proposed transition boiling correlations are not
considered reliable and cannot be extrapolated out-
side the range of dala on which they are based.
Instead, in a l.OCA malysis it is frequently assumed
that a fuel element experiences a sudden change from
film bo,,mg to nucleate boiling when the surface
temperature drops below a certain limit.

At surface temperatures in excess of ihe l.eiden-
Irost temperature (Figure 1) the heated surface
bec.iines too hot to allow liquid contact. Liquid/
heated-surface interaction will be by "dry collisions",
in which a vapour blanket is always present between
liquid and snriVc. (The bouncing of water droplets in
u hot frying pan is an example of dry collisions.) At
low void fractions and high flows the nulk of the
vapour is at or close lo the saturation temperature;
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Figure 1 — Boiling curve.
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Ilie healed suil'ace temperature can then be calculated
with reasonable accuracy using :i well-known single-
phase heat transfer eorrelation. At hi^h void fiact .MIS
;uul low Hows the inteiaelion between liquid and
vapour is less efficient: this can result in superheating
til' il'.e vapour phase. The degree to which the vapour
is superheated may be evaluated from a recently
Uivv!.)ped analytical model' ' '. The model calculates
the vaiiation in vapour \elneity. liquid velocity, void
fraction, droplet diametei. and vapour superheat
along a heated channel by stepwise integration from
previous conditions. Sinee the model requires the
subdivision of the heated channel into a large number
o\ nodes, it is considered loo time consuming lor
computer safely codes. As an alternative, a simpler
prediction technique lias been developed at C'RNl.
which predicts the vapour superheat directly Irom
known equilibrium conditions'- ' .

The prediction method, which gradually changes
into a superheated steam correlation when the vapour
quality approaches unity, is based on post-dryout and
superheated steam heat transfer data obtained at nine
different laboratories. Comparisons of predictions
with measurements not used in the development of
the non-equilibrium correlation show good agree-
ment. Since this prediction method has the correct
asymptotic trends, il is expected to be useful, as well,
outside the range of data on which it is based. The

correlation has recently been recommended by the
United Stales Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(USNRC) for predicting heat transfer during blow-
down phase of a I OCA.

Prediction methods for post-dryout heat transfer
at conditions of low quality, low How and low pres-
sure, such as encountered during the emergency-core-
coolini: phase oi a LOCA are questionable. Measure-
ment of posi-dryout temperatures at these conditions
is difficult. Steady-state operation at heal flux levels
above the critical heat flux will result in physical fail-
ure of a heated surface while transient methods ot
measuring post-dryout heat transfer may introduce
large enors.

To resolve this uncertainty and also the uncer-
tainty in predicting transition boiling heat transfer, a
cooperative study is underway. Participants are
AKC'L, MIT, Aerojet Nuclear Company, Argonne
National Laboratory. Lehigh University and the
USNRC. AECL's effort has resulted in the recom-
mendation of tentative correlations while final cor-
relations will have to await the availability ot experi-
mental data to be obtained from ALCL- and
USNRC-sponsored experimental programs.

D.C. Groeneveld
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